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It is generally believed that when the southward interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) impinges on Earth’s magnetosphere, 
dayside reconnection and subsequent nightside reconnection drive magnetospheric convection that is so called the Dungey 
cycle. The Dungey cycle seems to persists even for northward IMF unless the IMF is close to purely northward when the 
reverse Dungey cycle appears. Although we thus know relatively well the apparent response of the magnetosphere to IMF 
changes, we do not know at all the Earth’s magnetosphere when the solar wind has no magnetic field. When the activity of Sun 
becomes extremely weak like the Maunder minimum, it is considered that the solar wind has a vanishingly small magnetic 
field. In this study, we investigate the response of the Earth to a zero IMF solar wind using global magnetohydrodynamic 
(MHD) simulation. The numerical MHD modeling has an advantage in that it can simulate an ideal zero IMF case or a 
vanishingly small IMF case which are observationally very difficult to handle.  
Under a zero IMF solar wind, one may expect viscous cells with a potential drop of a few tens of kV. However, the remaining 
magnetospheric convection exhibits a cross polar cap potential much larger than the expected viscous cell potential. Thus, it is 
suggested that there exists another process of the driving mechanism other than the Dungey cycle or the viscous interaction. 




ゆる Dungey サイクルとしてよく知られている。IMFが北向きであっても、“反転 Dungey サイクル”の起こる
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